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The classification
of simplyconnected
manifolds
of positivescalar curvature
By MIKHAEL GROMOvand H. BLAINE LAWSON,JR.
0. Introduction

It is a well-knowntheoremof Lichnerowicz[7] that a compact spin
manifoldwith non-vanishingA-genus cannotcarry a riemannianmetricof
positive scalar curvature. This result was generalized by N. Hitchin [6]
as follows. There is a ring homomorphism
OfQ~pin

KO,, (pt. )

definedby Milnor [9] which is surjective in each dimensionand is the
A-genus in dimensions4k. Using the Atiyah-SingerIndex Theorem in
various forms,Hitchinshowedthat if X is a compactspin manifoldwith a
metricof positivescalar curvature,thend(X) = 0. This shows,forexample,
that certain exotic spheres (those which do not bound spin manifolds)in
dimensions1 and 2 (mod 8), cannot carry metricsof positive scalar curvature.
Similarnon-existencetheoremshave recentlybeen establishedformanifoldswith "large" fundamentalgroups ([3], [4], [11], [12]).
In this paper we show that these negative results are nearly sharp.
The basic result is the following.
THEOREMA. Let X be a compact manifold which carries a riemannian
metric of positive scalar curvature. Then any manifold which can be
obtained from X by performing surgeries in codimension >3 also carries
a metric with positive scalar curvature.
In particular, if X, and X2 are compact n-manifolds, n > 3, with
positive scalar curvature, then their connected sum also carries positive
scalar curvature. The same is true of the "connected sum" along embedded
spheres with trivial normal bundles in codimension >3.

This theoremsubsumesseveral resultsin Section5 of our previouspaper
in [3] providea useful illustrationof the more
[3]. The simpleconstructions
0003-486X/80/0111-3/0423/012
$ 00.60/1
? 1980 by PrincetonUniversity(MathematicsDepartment)
see inside back cover.
For copyinginformation,
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general argumentspresentedhere.
TheoremA has severalinterestingconsequences.(Note: In thefollowing,
means ir0and zr,are both zero.)
"csimply-connected"
THEOREMB. Any compact simply-connectedspin manifold X of

dimension >5 which is spin cobordantto a manifold of positive scalar
curvaturealso carries positivescalar curvature.
In particularwe see that if X is spin cobordantto zero, then the conclusion holds. For example, every such manifoldof dimension5, 6, or 7
carries a metricof positivescalar curvature.
As a consequenceof Theorem B and the work in [2], we see that the
spin manifoldswhich carrypositivescalar curvatureare
simply-connected
completely determined by their Stiefel-Whitneyand KO characteristic
we let p c QSpin be theset ofclassescontaining
numbers.Morespecifically,
representativeswith positive scalar curvature. Then P is an ideal in the

ringQSpin and thehomomorphism
[I:

QSpin

QSPin/p

is, in dimension >5, a complete set of invariants for the existence of
metricsof positive scalar curvature on simply connectedspin manifolds:
We conjecture that QS2pin/P KO*(pt.) and that the homomorphism1I is
d.
exactly the KO characteristichomomorphism
If we tensorwith the rationalnumbers,this conjectureis true.
H ? Q is exactly the A-genus. In
COROLLARYB. The homomorphism
spin manifoldofdimension
particular, letX bea compactsimply-connected
>5 such that A(X) = 0. Then some multiple X# ...

#X carries a metric

of positivescalar curvature.
Remark. The results above togetherwith the work in [3], [4] indicate
that a classificationof general spin manifoldswithpositivescalar curvature
can be expressed using cobordismswhichpreservethe fundamentalgroup.
A completeset of invariants should be found using the higher A-genus
(analogous to the generalizedNovikov highersignature).
For manifoldswhichare not spin, we have the followingresult.
THEOREMC. Let X be a compactsimply connectedmanifold of dimension n > 5, which is not spin. If X is orientedcobordantto a manifold

which carries a metric of positive scalar curvature, then X also carries
such a metric.
COROLLARYC. Every compact simply-connectedn-manifold, n> 5,
whichis not spin, carries a metricof positive scalar curvature.
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manifoldof dimenIt followsin particularthat every simply-connected
sion 5, 6 or 7 carries a metricof positive scalar curvature.
We would like to thankR. Stong for valuable conversationsconcerning
the generatorsof cobordismrings.
We have learned since writingthis paper that R. Schoen and S. T. Yau
have also provedTheoremA above. Their techniquesare based on proving
the existence of certain singular solutionsto a natural partial differential
equation.
1. Proof of Theorem A

For claritywe begin with the case of connectedsums. Suppose X has
dimensionn ? 3 and a metricwith scalar curvatureK > 0. Fix p e X and
let D = {x e R": IIxI I } be a small normalcoordinateball centered at p.
We shall change the metricin D-{0}, while preservingpositive scalar curvature, so that it agrees with the old one near aD and so that near 0 it is a
riemannian product R x Sn-' where S-l is a euclidean sphere of some
radius. This radius can be chosen arbitrarily,provided it is sufficiently
small. It followsimmediatelythat one can add 1-handlesand take connected
sums while preservingpositivescalar curvature.
Recall that the metricin the normal coordinateson D is obtainedby
, en is an
consideringD = {jxel + * + xnen e TX: HI
Ix<?i}, where e1,
l
orthonormalbasis, and pulling back the metricof X via the exponential
map. Let r(x) = Ix
I be the distance to the originin D, and set Sn-'(p) =
=
e
D:
{x
r(x) p}.
LEMMA1. The principal curvatures of the hypersurfaceS"-'(s) in D
are each of the form - 1/e + 0(s) for s small. Furthermore,let g, be the

inducedmetricon S-n1(s) and let go,,be thestandardeuclideanmetricof

curvature 1/!2. Then, as s --> 0, (1/&2)g,-? (llf)go,,
Proof. The metricon D is of the form
gij(X) = aii + O(hIxII2)
= 3ij + E %xkxl
a,
+

=

go,,

in theC2 topology.

O(YIx1l3).

symbolscan be written:
The correspondingChristoffel
O (X11h)

%Fj(x)

+

L1ijXl

=

O(11hx

Consider the curve Y(s) = (e cos(s/&), s sin (s/&),0..,

2)

0) on S-l(s).

Then the

covariantderivativeof the velocityfieldalong the curve has components
(D

da

k

kds ds/

d27

dS2

+

?

ij

k

t

dY

daY

ds ds
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Hence, the second fundamental form of Sn-(e), applied to the vector
(dy/ds)(O),is:

K(dD )(0),

+ F)2(e, 0...,

ei)=_i
--

1?+

0(I).

+ 0(%2), and so the secondfundamentalformon the
Note that IIdlds 121
unit vector in the directionof (dy/ds)(O)is again of the form-1/e + 0(e).
By an orthogonalchange of the coordinatesx, this computationis valid for
any tangentdirectionon S-1(s). This proves the firstpart of the lemma.
For the second part, we considerthe map f,: S"-t(1) -* S"'(s) given by
xU-sex. Then at a pointx, where 11x1121, we have
If*gE(g,)x

Eiigi

j(,x)di dxj

- i j (aij +?2 E2 at xkxl)dxidxj + e3 (higherorderterms)
It followsthat these metricsconverge to the standard metricas claimed.
This completesthe proof.
We now considerthe riemannianproductD x R with coordinates(x, t).
We shall definea hypersurfaceMc D x R by the relation
M = {(x, t): (11xII, t) eG }
where y is a curve in the (r, t)-planeas picturedbelow:

_rW

t

The key point is that y begins along the positive r-axis and finishesas a
straight line parallel to the t-axis. The metricinduced on M fromD x R
extends the metricon D near its boundaryand finisheswitha productmetric
of the formS-h1(s) x R. If s is sufficiently
small, then Lemma 1 shows that
we can change the metricin this tubular piece to a metricof positivescalar
curvature which is a riemannianproduct of the standard&-spherewith R
forlarge time. This is accomplishedby a metricof the form:
Ei~jgfij(x t)dxidx3 + dt2

where gij(x,t) is the induced metric on S-1(s) for early time and is the
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euclidean metricforlarge time.
is to choose y so that the metric induced on M has
The key difficulty
K > 0 at all points. To do this we begin with the followingobservation.
Let I be a line (a geodesic ray) in D emanatingfromthe origin. Then:
(i) The surface I x R is totallygeodesic in D x R.
(ii) The normal to M along points of I x R lies in (i.e., is tangentto)
I x R.
It followsimmediatelythat 1 _M
mn(1 x R) is a principalcurve on M, i.e.,
its tangentlines are principal directionsfor thesecondfundamentalform
of M in D x R. Furthermore,theassociatedprincipal curvatureat a point
correspondingto (r, t) e y is exactlythecurvaturek of y at thatpoint. The
remainingprincipalcurvaturesat sucha pointare oftheform(- 1/r+ 0(r )) x
sin 8 where 8 is the angle betweenthe normalto the hypersurfaceand the
t-axis.
We now fix a point q e y1ci M correspondingto a point (r, t) e a. Let
el, ** , en,be an orthonormalbasis of Tq(M) such that e1is the tangentvector
to y1and e2, ***, en,(whichare tangentto the D-factor)are principalvectors
forthe secondfundamentalformof M. The Gauss curvatureequationstates
that the sectional curvature Kij of M, correspondingto the plane ej A ej is
given by
KjKij + XjXj
where 1ffjis the sectionalcurvatureof D x R and where x1, *, X are the
, enrespectively.
principalcurvaturescorrespondingto the directionse1,
*l
As we saw above, x1= k, the curvatureof y1in I x R (whichis isometricto
c R2),and Xi - (-1/r + O(r)) sin a for] - 2, * n. Since D x R has the
productmetricwe see that:
Klj

COS'O

=Kalar,j

I9

for 2

i,jn,
K3j =Kij
where KD is the sectional curvature of the metricon D. It then follows
that the scalar curvature
Ei;j
formula
the
is
M
of at (x, t) given by
K =

(1)

=

KD

-

2Ric"(

,

+ (n - 1) (n -2)
-(n

-

s
sin'
1 + ?(j)

)sin2

1)( 1 + 0(r) )k sina

8
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where KD(x, t) = KD(x) is the scalar curvature of D at x and where RicD is

the Ricci tensorof D at x.
It is clear fromformula(1) that there is a 00> 0 such that the "bent
line segment"with angle 00picturedbelow gives an M with K > 0.
r

00

3t

Let y0denote the second straight line segment in this bent curve. Since
k 0 on y0, we see fromformula(1) that as r becomes small, the scalar
curvatureof M is of the form:
K =(n

-

1)(n

-

r2

2) + 0(1)

We nowchooser. > 0 small and consider the point (r., to)e yi. We now bend
y0,beginningat this point,with a curvaturefunctionk(s) of the following
form:
k

22r

(Here the variable s denotes arc length along the curve.) It is clear from
formula(1) that, since n > 3, the hypersurfacewill continueto have K > 0.
(For this we need only assume that r-2> IIRD'. .) During this bending
process, the curve will not cross the line r = r0/2since the length of the
"bend" is ro/2and it begins at heightro. The total amountof bend is:
AO-

lcds

1,
4
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an amountindependentof r0. Clearly,by a similarchoice of the functionk,
we can produceany Ad, 0 < AO ? 1/4.
Our curve now continues with a new straight line segmenty, at an
angle 01= 00+ AO. By repeatingthe processsix moretimes,we can achieve
a total bend of w/2. This completesthe proofof the case of connectedsums
and surgerieson 0-spheres.
For the general case of surgeries on spheres of codimension>3, the
argumentis entirelysimilar. We shall presentonlyan outline.
Let SP c X be an embedded sphere with trivial normal bundle N of
be global orthonormalsections of N and
dimensionq > 3. Let pt *. *p
identifyN4* SP x R" via the diffeomorphism
given by py (y, Xi, * *,Xq)
where py Exj (vj)y. Define r:SP x R" >R+ by r(y, x) = lxIi, and set
SP x Dq(p) = {(y, x): r(x) ? p}. Choose f > 0 so that the exponential map
exp: No-- X is an embeddingon SP x Dq(r) c N. Lift the metricof X to
SP x Dq(T) by the exponentialmap. Note that r is thenthe distancefunction
to SP x {0} in SP x Dq(f), and curves of the form{y} x 1, where 1 is a ray in
Dq(r) emanatingfromthe origin,are geodesics in SP x Dq(r).
We now considerhypersurfacesin the riemannianproduct(SP x Dq(r)) x
R of the form
M = (y, X, t): (r(x), t) e 7}
where7 is as beforea curvein the (r, t)-plane. Argumentsentirelyanalogous
to those above show that 7 may be chosenpassing fromthe r-axis to a line
r = s > 0 so that the metricon the correspondinghypersurfacehas K > 0.
The metricon the "tube" is a productof the metricinducedon a(SP x Dq(s))
and R. (The key to the argumentis the equationcorrespondingto (1) above.
It states that the scalar curvatureK on M can be writtenas
(1')

ICC=

KSPxDq

+ 0j)

sin'O

+ (q

-

1)(q

(q

-

1)

-

r

-

2)

sin28

sin a

By continuityone can makea smallbend to angle 00>0. Here 60is sufficiently
smallthat the termsKsPxDD + 0(1) sin200 are positive on SP x DI. The curve
7 thencontinuesas a straightline (k- 0) untilthe term(q - 1)(q - 2)sin20 /r2
is stronglydominating. One can then bend 7 to a line parallel to the t-axis
as before.)
One now observes that the metric on a(SP x Dq(s)) = SP x Ss-'(s) can
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be homotopedthroughmetricswith r > 0 to the standardproductSP(1) x
Sq-'(s) of euclidean spheres. (See Lemma 2.) Performingthis homotopy
very slowly in time t gives a metricon SP x Sl-' x R, whichis the metric
constructedabove for early time t and is the product of euclidean metrics
forlate time. (See Lemma 3.) The same constructionallows us to readjust
the radii of the euclidean spheres in SP x Sl-' x R while maintainingK > 0.
The remainderof the proofis straightforward.
LEMMA2. Let ds' be the metric induced on a(SP x Dq(s)) = {r = s}. Then
for all s > 0 sufficiently
small, ds' can be homotopedthroughmetrics of
positive scalar curvatureto thestandard productmetricon SP x Sl-'.
Proof. As s -- 0, the metric induced on a(SP x Dq(s)) converges C2 to
the metric inducedon the s-spherebundleof N fromthe natural metricon
N definedusing the normal connection. Hence for s sufficiently
small, we
K
ds'
to
0
this metric. (The condition > is open.) This metric
may homotope
is a riemanniansubmersionwith totally geodesic fibreswhich carry the
standard euclidean metricof curvature1fs2. One may continueto shrinks.
For s sufficiently
small, one can deform this metric through riemannian
submersionsto one where the metricon SP is standard. (Here we keep the
familyof horizontalplanes fixed.) This deformationwill keep K > 0 as one
can see easily from the formulasof O'Neill [10]. One now deformsthe
familyof horizontalplanes to the standardone. Again by O'Neill, this can
be done keepingK > 0.
LEMMA3. Let ds', 0 _ t < 1, be a Coofamily of metrics on a compact

manifold X. If the scalar curvatureof ds! is positivefor all t, thenthere
exists an a, > 0 such that for all a > a,, the metric
ds2,a

+ dt2

on X x [0, a] has positive scalar curvature.
Proof. It is equivalent to show that there exists so> 0 such that for
all 0 < s < s,, the metric
dor2 =

S2dS2

+

dt2

on X x [0, 1] has scalar curvatureK, > 0. Considerlocal coordinates(x1,***, xn)
on X. Then ds' = E gij(x,t)dxidxj. For notational conveniencewe set
We also fixx =
t=x,+, and we writethe metricda2 = vEijdxidxj.
x-+) and assume that gij(x-)= 3ij. Now the riemanniancovariantderivative
on X x I for the metricdu' is given by the Christoffel
symbols
(3)3=

1

~ ~~~2

(e)k

{

i,

dx1

axi

_

i

ax,
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Hence the secondfundamentalformof the hypersurfacex"1 _at x by

bx

-1

=(Jre)n+l

=

is given

a@^>6

2 ax,,+,
2 agij
axn+1

In particular,at x we have

||

(3)

I

2e

Let K7j~
denote the sectional curvature of X x I in the (i, j)-directionat 5with respectto the metricda2, and let K, denote the scalar curvatureof the
(original) metric ds-t of the hypersurfaceat x. Then from the Gauss
curvatureequation and equation (3) above, we deduce that
1}

KE

In

(4)

+ OM

It remainsonlyto computethe curvaturesK:6,,+lfori = 1,
are given by the formulasKi,,+l= 1-(1/2)R~,.+?,j,.+?
where
n+

(5)
t~

~~~[p~'p+

an
_

+

, n. They

k[+l,ik

]p

-n

+1~

-iirn+lk]

(Here r means P.) Using (2) and the special formof -ye,we see easily that:
0

rn+l

rn+l
-tnl

=-6

a

gi

2 ax'+?1

for i

< n.

Furthermore,at x one sees that the quadric term in (5) is of orderfS2. It
followsthat K6,,+l= 0(1). Applying(4), we see that the scalar curvature
of daE is
K = -Kx

+

0(1).

This completesthe proof.
2. Proof of Theorem B

a W = X,- X where X1 is
connected
and
simply
XOcarries positivescalar curvature. Assume that W
is of dimensionn + 1 ? 6. By Theorem A we may assume XO is simply
connected. Hence, by surgerywe may assume W is simplyconnected. It
Let W be a compact spin manifold with
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follows that H2(W, X1)

w2( WWXl)

=

w2( W)/w2(X1).

Now the elements of

w2(W) can be representedby smoothlyembedded2-spheres,and the second
of
Stiefel-Whitneyclass w2:H2(W) -2( W) -_ Z2 detects the non-triviality
the normalbundleof these representingspheres. Since w2= 0, we can kill
w2(W) by surgeries. It follows by the Universal Coefficient
Theoremand
duality (cf. 18,page 91]), that
H.(W, X0) _ H.-1(W. X0) -torsion(H"_2(W, XO))

0

Hence, by the work of Smale 113], [8], X1 can be obtained fromX0 by a
sequence of surgeries in codimension >3. This completes the proof of
TheoremB.
ArgumentsforCorollaryB are as follows. We recall that QS*p 0 Q
Q0 ?) Q, and thereforeit sufficesto considerPontrjagin numbers. In dimension4, there is only one such number,namelyp1=-24A.
In dimension
4k for k > 1, we consider the quaternionicprojectivespaces Pk(H). These
manifoldsare spin and carry metricsof positive sectional curvature. In
particular,A(pk(H)) = 0.
We now recall that a sequence of compact orientedmanifolds{Mk}k=,l
where dim(Mk) = 4k, is a basis for Q` ? Q if the characteristicnumber
qk(Mk) ? 0 for all k. Here qk is definedby the multiplicative
sequence
correspondingto the formalpower seriesf(z) = 1 + Zk. (See [5].) Now the
total Pontrjaginclass of Pk(H) is given by the formula
p =

(1 +

(0)2k+2/(1

+ 4(o)

where so is a generatorof H4(Pk(H);Z) -Z.
qk =

=

(1

?

wk)2k+2/(1

1 + (2k + 2 -

It followsthat
+

(4w)k)

4 k)(0k

and thereforeqk[Pk(H)] ? 0 for k > 1. Hence the sequence P2(C), P2(H),
P4(H), P6(H), ... is a basis for Q` ? Q. It followsthat {Pk(H)}k=2 generates
the kernelof the A homomorphism.This completesthe proofof CorollaryB.
3. Proof of Theorem C
Let W be a compactorientedmanifoldwith a W = X - X where X1is
simplyconnectedand not spin and where XOcarries a metricwith positive
scalar curvature. Assume that W has dimensionn + 1 > 6. By TheoremA
we may assume that X0 is simplyconnected. Hence, by surgerywe may

assume W is simplyconnected.It followsthat H2(W,X1)-2( W)/wr2(X1).
SinceX1is notspin, W cannotbe spin. In fact the map w2:w2(W) -_ Z2 is
non-zerowhen restrictedto the image of 7r2(X1)in w2(W). Now by surgery
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w2( W)

so that w2: w2( W)

Z2
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is an isomorphism. The

resultingmap
w2(XJ)

->2(W)

-Z2

which is essentially w2(X1), will then be surjective, and we concludethat
H2(W; Xl) = 0. The proofnow proceeds as before to show that Xl can be
obtainedfromX0 by surgeriesin codimension>3.
To prove Corollary C it sufficesto show that there exists a set of
generatorsfor Qs1,each of whichcarries a metricof positive scalar curvais generatedby complexprojectivespaces Ph(C)
ture. The ring Q"0/Torsion
and Milnormanifolds. These latter are the hypersurfacesof degree (1, 1)
in P-(C) x Pm(C). They are projectivespace bundlesover a projectivespace,
and one can directlyconstructmetricsof positivescalar curvatureon them.
(In the metricinheritedfromPz(C) x Pm(C),the fibresare totallygeodesic
and carry the standard symmetricspace metric. Shrinkingthe metric
uniformlyin the fibresdoes the trick.)
It remains only to deal with the torsion generators. There are two
differentconstructionsof generators,in [14] and [1], either of whichwill
sufficefor our purposes. We present the first. We begin with the Dold
where Z2 acts by -1 on the left and conjumanifoldsPs,,, = Stmx Pm(C)/Z2
gationthe right. This manifoldcarriesa locallysymmetricmetricof positive
sectionalcurvature. We then considerDm,, = P,,,mx S'/Z2where Z2 acts by
and by -1 on S1.
reflectionin one linear coordinateon the So factorof Pa,,,,m
This transformationis an isometryof the product metric on P,,,mx S1.
Consider the obvious projection map Dmn -> S', and let V be a generic fibre
of the composition
D'Ml'.

X

X Dmknk

SX ...

X Si

S

where p denotes multiplication. Then V is a bundle over the torus Tkl.
The inducedmetricon V is locallya riemannianproductof Dold manifolds
(i.e., positive curvature manifolds)and flat(k - 1)-space. This clearly has
positivescalar curvature.
The Dold manifolds,togetherwith manifoldsof type V above, generate
the torsionof Qs (cf. Wall [14]). This completesthe proof.
STATE UNIVERSITYOF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK
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